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Abstract 
Let A = k[t”*, . , t”d] be the coordinate ring of a monomial affine curve C. Under the 
assumption “n 1, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence”, we determine the Hilbert function of the 
associated graded ring gr,(A), where M = (t”~, . . . , t”d)A, and of the coordinate ring A’ of the 
projective closure of C, further, we prove that gr,(A) and A’ are “level”. 
0. Introduction 
Let A = k[t”l, . . . , t”d] be the coordinate ring of a monomial affine curve C (where 
k is a field, 0 < nl < ... < &, d 2 2, with GCD(nl, . . . ,nd) = 1 and we suppose 
nl, . . . ,nd generate minimally the semigroup (nl, . . . ,nd)). 
In this paper we consider two graded rings that are related to A in a natural way: 
the associated graded ring G = gr,(A) = Oi t o(M’/M’+ ‘) with respect o the maxi- 
mal ideal M = (PI, . . . , t”“) A and the coordinate ring A’ of the projective closure of C, 
namely A’ = k [u”d, .. . . tniund-“i ,..., t”d]. If n1 ,... ,nd are an arithmetic sequence, we 
prove that G and A’ are Cohen-Macaulay rings (Propositions 1.1 and 1.2). Then we 
assume, throughout the paper, that ni = ni _ 1 + q for i E { 2, . . . , d}; we find the Hilbert 
function of G and A’ through the h-polynomial and we study the Cohen-Macaulay 
type. In both cases, the leading coefficient and the degree of the h-polynomial depend 
on the natural numbers a, b such that n, = a(d - 1) + b (with 0 5 b I d - 2). 
In Section 1 we prove that the h-polynomial of G is 
&(z)=l+(d-l)z+ ... +(d-l)~‘-~+h,z’+h,+~z a+1 , 
where h,=d-2 if b=O, h,=d-1 if b21 and h,+l=O if bE{O,l} while 
h a+ 1 = b - 1 if b 2 2 (see Corollary 1.10). Further, we show G is “level” (Proposition 
1.12), then we determine the Cohen-Macaulay type of G and, in particular, we 
characterize in a very simple way the Gorensteinness of G (Corollary 1.14). 
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In Section 2 we show that the h-polynomial of A’ is hA(z) = 
1 + (d - 1)z + ... + (d - l)~‘+~-’ + h’,+qza+q + hi+q+lz”+q+l with h:+, = d - 2 
if b = 0, h:,, = d-lifb~l,~+q+1=0ifb~{0,1},h~+q+1=b-lifb~2(see 
Corollary 2.7). Besides, we determine the Hilbert function and the Hilbert polynomial 
of A’, we show A’ is “level” and has the same Cohen-Macaulay type as the ring 
G (Proposition 2.12 and Remark 2.13). 
1. The graded ring G 
Let A = k[t”‘, . . . , P], where k is a field, 0 < nl < ... < nd, d 2 2, 
GCD(nI, . . . , nd) = 1 and the semigroup (ni, . . . , nd) is minimally generated by 
n1, .I-, nd. Let kf = (t”‘, . . . , P)A. In this paper we shall consider the two rings: 
G = grM(Q) = @i r &f’/M’+‘) (the associated graded ring of A with respect o M) 
and A’ = k[u”d ,..., t”iu”*-“i ,..., t”d] (the coordinate ring of the projective closure of 
the affine curve corresponding to the ring A). 
Putting R = @ iez(Mi) = k[PX, . . . , PX, X-l], the Rees ring associated to the 
filtration {M’}, it is known that G x R/(X- ‘). Further, if R is Cohen-Macaulay, then 
X-‘, PX is a regular sequence (see e.g. Cl, Lemmas 3.4(2) and 3.21); then, if R is 
Cohen-Macaulay, so is G and t”*X(mod X-‘) is regular in G. Besides, it is known that 
Gx(A/M)[t”l,...,t”d] =k[z l,...,rd]whereri=t”i=t”i(modM2)forlIiId.Ac- 
cording to the previous facts, if R is Cohen-Macaulay then r1 is regular in G. In the 
paper we consider the case nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, i.e. 
ni=ni_l+q=nl+(i-l)qforiE(2,...,d},withqE~,q21. 
First we show that G and A’ are Cohen-Macaulay under this assumption on 
nl, . . ..nd. 
Proposition 1.1. Zfnl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, the ring G is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. Letni=nr +(i- l)qforiE{2,..., d}. According to the above recalled facts, it 
is enough to show that the Rees ring R is Cohen-Macaulay. First, one can note that 
R x k[S], where S is the semigroup generated by (nl, 0), (n2, n2 - nl) . . . ,(nd, nd - nl), 
(0, nl) in Z2, and R is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if S = (S, x S,) n L, where 
Sl ‘= (nl, . . . ,nd), S2=<n2-nlv..., nd-nl,nl) and L={(a,b)~Z~1a-bbn~Z) 
(see e.g. [l, Lemma (3.2), Theorem (3.6)]). So, it is enough to prove (S, x S,) n L c S. 
Under our assumption we have S2 = (nl, q). Let e = (a, b) e(Sl x S,) n L. Then 
a =ci= I,...,d Mini, b = pn, + vq (with pi, p, VE N), and further a - ben,Z. 
LetusputA=A2+2&+ ... + (d - I)&. It is immediately seen that 
Iq = 1 1i(ni - nl) = a - 
(i=?..,dii)nl’ 
(1) 
i = 2,...,d 
We consider the two cases v 2 A, v c A. 
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Case 1: v 2 A. Then v = L + /I with /I 2 0, so one has 
a-b=a-pn,-Iq-_q 
a - /lq (according to (1)) 
=(-P+z’i)h -&I- 
By this equality and since a - b E n,Z, /I 2 0, one has jq = nla for some c( E IV. Then 
CT = (a, b) = C &nip PHI + lq + Pq 
i= l,...,d 
= i=g dAni + &nl, ~1 + i=~,,,dA(ni - nl) + an1 (according to(1)) , .., > 
= C li(ni,ni-nl)+~,(nl,o)+(~++)(O,nl) 
i = 2,...,d 
which belongs to S. 
Case 2: v < A. Then v = il - /3 with /I > 0. As in the previous case one sees that 
fiq = anI for some CI > 0. Then 
vq=~q-anl<~q~(12+ ..a +i,)q(d-l)<((i=T:,,,d~i)+a)q(d-l). 
so 
(2) 
Then, dividing v by (12,) + a one has v = (( Eni) + a)p + aP, where p < d - 1 accord- 
ing to (2) and 0 I a, < (Eli) + a, SO that (C/?i) + a = aP + 6, with 6, > 0. It follows 
that 
nl+vq+anl= nl+((a,+6,)p+a,)q 
= (up + 4h + a,@ + l)q + p&4 
= a,(nl + (p + l)q) + 6,(nl + pq) (where p < d - 1) 
= aPnP+2 + 6,n,+l. 
Further, 
b = pnl + @(a, + 6,) + aP)q = pnl + aP(p + 1)q + ps,,q 
= wl + aP(nP+2 - nl) + 6,(n,+ 1 - nl). 
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Hence 
(4 b) = 0+&+2, np+2 - nl) + d,b,+l, np+l - nil + I*(O, ndES. 0 
Proposition 1.2. Zf nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, then A’ is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.1. One has A’ = k[S] with 
s = ((0,&j), . . ..(ni.nd - ni),..., (nd, 0)). Let us suppose that ni = n1 + (i - 1)q for 
iE{2,... ,d}. Let S1=(nl ,...) nd), S2=(nd ,...) nd-ni ,..., nd-nd_l)=(nd,q), 
L={(a,b)EZ21a-tbEndZ}. It is enough to prove (SIxS2)nLcS (see e.g. [2, 
Theorem (4.6)]). Let 0 = (a, b)e(S1 x S2)nL. Then a = xi = l,...,d&ni, b = pnd + V4 
(withli,p,vEkJ),anda+bEndZ.Leti’=1,(d-1)+22(d-2)+ ... +&,.One 
can easily note that 
Q=(i=;,.,i+d-a, (3) 
i.q~(i_~,,,~ii)(d-l)q. (4) 
Now, we consider the two cases v 2 1’ and v < 2’. 
If v 2 1’: As in case “v 2 A” of Proposition 1.1 one can see that v = ,l’ + fi with 
j? 2 0 and pq = n&! where CCEN. It follows that (T = Ci=l,,,,,dAi(ni, nd - ni) + 
(p + cr)(O, nd) which belongs to S. 
v < 2: Then v = A’ - /? with B > 0, and /?iq = und with c1 > 0 (as in the previous 
case). Further und = a(nl + (d - 1)q) > cr(d - 1)q. This inequality and (4) imply 
0 I Vq < (C/Ii)(d - 1)q - a(d - 1)q = (Ini - a)(d - l)q, (5) 
SO that Eli - CC > 0 and, dividing v by C1i - a one obtains 
V = (C;li - O!)JJ + clp where p < d - 1 according to (5) and 0 I up < Cli - a, 
(6) 
so that 
C2i - CI = LX~ + 6, with 6, > 0. (7) 
According to (6) and (7) it follows that 
v = (Up + S,)p + clp = a&J + 1) + pa,. (8) 
Then 
a = (I&)& - 1 q (according to (3)) 
= (x&)nd - vq - and 
= (c$, + 6,)nd - a,(p + l)q - p&q (according to (7) and (8)) 
= cr,(nI + (d - 1 - p - l)q) + 6,(nI + (d - 1 - p)q), 
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a = $nd_ l_P + 6,nd_p. 
On the other hand, 
b = pnd + a,(p + 1)q + p6,q (according to (8)) 
= pnd + up&, - nd- 1-p) + &(nd - nd-p). 
Then 
o=C(p(nd-l-p,nd -nd-l-p) + hp(nd-p,nd- nd-p) + p(O,nd)eS. 0 
Now, our aim is to study the Hilbert function of the graded Cohen-Macaulay rings 
G and A’. We recall that, if d is a graded m-dimensional k-algebra, the Hilbert 
function of ~2 is H&(n) = dim,&&,); further, by the Hilbert-Serre theorem, the 
Poincare series P&z) = C n k e H&(n)z” is equal to hJz)/(l - z)” with h&z)~ Q [z]. If 
d is Cohen-Macaulay, h&(z) is the Hilbert function of an artinian reduction of d and 
shall be called “h-polynomial of &“‘. Further, there is a numerical polynomial p&(X), 
called the Hilbert polynomial of d, such that 
j=O,...,m-1 
and H&n) = p&(n) for n % 0. 
The least integer no such that H.&n) = p&(n) for n 2 no is called the index of regularity 
of d; the coefficient e. of p&(X) is called the multiplicity of d. 
From now on, in this section we study the h-polynomial of the ring G, when 
nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence with ni = ni_ I + q (for 2 I i I d) and GCD 
(n i, . . . ,nd) = 1; then one has also GCD (nl, q) = 1. First, we prove the following 
technical emma: 
Lemma 1.3. Let c1 I,...,~~~Nbesuchthath~2and1~cri~dforeachi.Thesum 
n,, + ... + n,, can be written in one of the following ways: 
(I) (h - l)ni + n, (c < d) if cl1 + ... + CQ, - h < d - 1, 
(II) (h - l)nI + nd if al + ... + ah - h = d - 1, 
(III) (h-2)nI+nd+n, (2<y<d) if ccl+ e.. +a,,-h>d and aI+ .e. + 
ah-1 - (h - 1) I d - 1, 
(IV) nd+ny,+ *.. +nYh_, (l<yi<d) ifclI+ ... i-Q,-h>d and aI+ ... + 
a,,_1 -(h- 1)2d. 
Proof. (I) and (II): If c1i + ... +a,-h<d-1 one has n,,+ . . . +norh= 
hnI + (aI + .e. + Mh - h)q = (h - l)nI +(nI + (aI + ‘+a + ah - h))q = (h - l)nI 
+n I,+ ... +ah-h+l1, where n,, + + Ixh _ h + 1 is equal to nd if and only if 
al + ... +ah-h=d-11. 
(III) Letussupposecr,+ ... +ah-hhdandcr,+ . . . +ah_I-h+l~d-l. 
One has n,, + 1.. +n,,=hn,+(crI+ ... +tlh-h)q=(h-2)nI +(nI +(d- l)q) 
+ (nI + (CQ + ... +cr,-d-h+l)q). Put y=cr,+ ... +ah-d-h++. Then 
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Y =(a1 + ‘** +ah-1-h+l)-d+ah+lI(d-l)-d+~h+l=tlh~d;onthe 
other hand, y = (0~~ + ‘.’ +a,,-h)-d+2kd-d+2=2.So(III)follows. 
(IV) Letussupposecq+ .e. +ah-hhdandai+ ... +~l~_i-h+l2d.One 
has 
n,, + a.. + n,,_, = (h - l)nl + (aI + “’ + ah-1 - h + l)q 
= (h - 2)nl + (aI + ‘.’ + a,,-1 - h + i - (d - l))q 
+ (nl + (d - l)q), (9) 
where ~1~ + ... + ah- 1 - h + 1 - (d - 1) 2 d - (d - 1) = 1; further, ~1~ + . . . + 
ah-1 - h + 1 - (d - 1) 5 (h - l)d - (h - 1) - (d - 1) = (h - l)(d - 1) - (‘j - 1) = 
(h - 2)(d - l), then CQ + ..a +@-I-h+l-(d-l)=f,+ *.* +fh-2withO<fj< 
d-l for i=l , . . . , h - 2. According to (9) it follows that nE, + . . . + nrr,_, = 
(nl +fi4) + *a* +(nl +fh-2q)+(nl +(d- l)q), hence n,, + ..u +n,,=nf,++l 
+ ... +nh-,+I+nd+na,, Cl 
Corollary 1.4. Let al, . . . , c$, be as in Lemma 1.3. Then 
(h - l)nd + n, with c~(2, . . . ,d}, 
n,, + 
with tsE(nl,...,nd). 
Proof. Let us suppose nor, + ... + nab # nl + CJ for each OE (nl, . . . , nd). Then if 
h = 2, one has case (III) of Lemma 1.3, hence n,, + ... + n,, = nd + n, with 
CE(2,... ,d}. If h 2 3, then al + ... + q, - h 2 d and tli + ... + &_1 - (h - 1) 2 d 
(according to lemma 1.3). So (Lemma 1.3(IV)) n,, + .bs + n,, = 
nd + (ny, + ... + nYh_,), where nyl + .es + nYr_, # nl + CI’ for each B’E(~, . . ..nd) 
according to the assumption on n,, + +.. + nab. By applying h - 1 times this proced- 
ure, one has the result. 0 
Now, in order to find the h-polynomial of G, we consider the ring 
G’ = G/(zl) = k[z;, . . . , d T ] (where Zi = ri(modr,)). According to Proposition 1.1 and 
the above recalled results, G’ is an artinian reduction of G. Let G’ = 0 i = 0, ...,d G:; 
then, it is enough to evaluate dim,(Gj) for iE (1, . . . ,cr}. First, we prove: 
PI’OpOSitiOII 1.5. Let G’ = G/(r,) = k[Z2, . . . , ?d]. Then Ff2, . . . , zflzd_ 1, i$ gener- 
ate Gbfor each h 2 1. 
Proof. Let &, . . . z &e G; (h 2 1). According to Corollary 1.4 one has 
t”Q ... PkE(t”l)A or r”a, .. . fib = t(h - mq”’ with c~{2,...,d}. It follows 
2,, . . . r,,~(rr)G or zcr, . . . z,, = ri-’ rc (with c 2 2) in G; then r,, . . . z,, = 0 or 
r,, . . . r,, = n with 2 I c I d. q 
Now, our aim is to determine a basis for each Gh. 
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Definition 1.6. Let a, b be the natural numbers such that nl = a(d - 1) + b 
(0 < b 5 d - 2). 
Proposition 1.7. Let a, b, be as in DeJinition 1.6. If hE (1, . . . ,a - l}, the elements 
-F-i- 
zd 
h-l 
z2, ..-,zd qel, i$ are a basis of Gh. 
Proof. According to Proposition 1.5, it is enough to show that the above written 
elements are k-independent. Let us suppose that there is a (2 I c( I d) such that 
$%, - Cl&‘tiE\Tl)G (i = 2, . . . ,d, i # CI, liE k). 
I 
It implies, in Mh/Mh+ ‘, 
for suitable ny,, . . . , nyj and pvl ,._ yj E k. Since tch - ‘)“d + ‘a # Aitch - ‘h + ‘i for i # cc, the 
above equality implies one of the following facts: 
(1) bh - ‘jnd + flu = pY, .,,j t”’ + “YI+ “. +%, where j + 1 I h, pr, ,.. ?,E k, or 
(2) t(h-‘)“d+““EM”+l_ 
If (1) holds one necessarily has (h - 1)nd + n, = n, + nY, + ... + nyj (where 
j + 1 I h) 5 jnd + nl I: (h - 1)nd + nl, where n, > nl; a contradiction. 
If (2) holds one necessarily has (h - 1)nd + n, = nd, + ... + nbh+, with I 2 1, so 
ml = ((h - l)(d - 1) + a - 1 - d1 - es. - &,+r + (h + r))q. Since GCD(nl, 4) = 1, 
implies there ’ p21 
;t, - l)(d - 1) + ci - 1” sl” ... 
such that r = p4 and pnl = 
- Bh+r + h + r s h(d - 1) - (d - 1) + c1 - 1 
(since 6j 2 1 for eachj) < a(d - 1) - (d - 1) + o! - 1 (by the assumption on h) I n, - 
(d - 1) + d - 1 = nl; a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 1.8. Let a, b be as in Dejinition 1.6. Then 
(i) ij”b#O, theelements~,...,7~-‘o,_,,z”darea basisofGh; 
(ii) if b = 0, z = 0 (so Gb = {a} if d = 2) and (if d 2 3) a basis of Gb is given by 
~,...,$%d_l. rd 
Proof. (i) Let b # 0. According to Proposition 1.5, it is enough to show that 
0-l 
zd z2, f *. > zs- ’ Td_ 1, 2 are k-independent. If there is a c1 (2 I u I d) such that 
7 = CiliZi-‘Zi(i = 2, . . . rd , d, i # tl, Ai E k), then (1) or (2) considered in the proof of 
Proposition 1.7 necessarily holds. If (1) holds, one obtains a contradiction as in (1) of 
Proposition 1.7. On the other hand, if (2) holds, i.e. if tch - ‘h + “a~ Mh + ’ with h = a, 
one necessarily has (a - 1)nd + n, = ns, + ... + ns,,, with r 2 1. Since GCD(nl, q) = 
1, it implies there is a p 2 1 such that pnI = (a - l)(d - 1) + CI - 1 - 
61+ ... + a,_, + (a + r) I a(d - 1) - (d - 1) + IX - 1 < n, - (d - 1) + d - 1 
(since b # 0 and LX I d) = n, ; a contradiction. 
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(ii) Let b = 0. First we note that 3 = 0. In fact, tan, = t”l(‘+q), since 
and = an, + a(d - 1)q = an, + nlq (since b = 0) = nI(a + q). So, if d = 2, Gh = (01; if 
d 2 3 (according to Proposition 1.5) it is enough to prove zf-‘, . . . , tt- ’ zd_ 1 are 
k-independent. Otherwise, there is a CI (2 I M I d - 1) such that one of the following 
facts holds: 
(1’) t(Q - I)& + % = ~“1 + 91 + ... + ngj, with j + 1 < a 
3 
or 
(2’) t 
(a - l)n, + n*&p+ 1 
(the argument is similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 1.7). In case (1’) 
one easily obtains a contradiction, as in (1) of the proof of Proposition 1.7. If (2’) holds 
one has (a - 1)~ + n, = nhl + ... + Q+, with I 2 1. Since GCD(nl, q) = 1, it implies 
there is a p21 such that pnl = (a - l)(d - 1) + CI - 1 - 6i - ... - 
6,+, + (a + r) < a(d - 1) - (d - 1) + c( - 1 I nl - (d - 1) + d - 2 (since b = 0 and 
c1 < d - 1) = n, - 1; a contradiction, 0 
Proposition 1.9. Let a, b be as in Definition 1.6. Then 
(i) ifbE{O,l} one has Gb+I = {a}; - ~ 
(ii) if b 2 2, a basis of CL+ 1 is given by zizz, . . . , zjq,, and further z = b for 
ie(b + l,...,d}. 
Proof. (i) If b = 0, the result follows immediately from Propositions 1.5 and 1.8(ii). If - - 
b 2 1 we first show that rizb+i = ... = rird_i = ri+r = 6 In fact, for each 
aE{b + l,...,d) one has a!‘&, + n, = (a + l)nl + (a(d - 1) + ci - 1)q = 
(a + l)ni + (nI - b)q + (o! - l)q = nI(a + 1 + q) + (c1- 1 - b)q where OIE- 
1 -b Ed - 1 -b I d - 2. Then, putting c =tl- 1 -b one has and + 
n, = (a + q)nI + n,+l. It follows rir, = ~y+~r~+i, hence rzrb+r = ... = p = n. 
Now, if b = 1 by Proposition 1.5 one has immediately GA+ 1 = {a}. 
-- 
(ii) Let b 2 2. It is enough to show that rjzz , . . . , z&, are k-independent in CL+ i. 
Otherwise (with a procedure similar to the one of the proof of Proposition 1.7) there is 
a cxE{2,...,b) such that (1”) t and+n,=tnI+“~,+...+n~~ withi<a,or(2”)t”“+“~EM”‘Z. 
The first case easily leads to a contradiction. If (2”) holds, one has 
and+n,=n& + “’ + ns,,, with r 2 2, so (since GCD(nr , q) = 1) there is p 2 1 such that 
pnI = a(d - 1) + a - 1 - d1 - ... - &+r + a + Y I a(d - 1) + CI - 1 
=nI-bfa-l<nI--1 
(since CI 2 b): a contradiction. 
Corollary 1.10. Let a, b be as in Definition 1.6. Zf nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, 
the h-polynomial of G is as follows: 
l+(d-l)z+ ... +(d-l)z”-‘+(d-2)z” ifb=O, 
l+(d-l)z+ ... +(d-1)~” ifb = 1, 
1 + (d - 1)z + 1.. + (d - 1)~” + (b - l)z”+’ ifb 2 2. 
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Proof. According to Propositions 1.5, 1.7-1.9 we have only to show Gi = {‘Ti} for 
i>a+lifb~2.Whenb>2onehasr~+‘= 0 (Proposition l.S(ii)), the result now 
follows immediately from Proposition 1.5. 0 
Remark 1.11. If d = 2 one has a = nl, b = 0, then the h-polynomial of G is 
1 +z+ ... +z”‘-l and the Hilbert function is H,(n) = n + 1 for n I a - 2, 
H,(n) = a = n, for n 2 a - 1. In general, the Hilbert function HG(n) is as follows: 
_ if bE{O,l}, HG(n)=n(d-l)+l for nlu-1, HG(n)=u(d-l)+b=nI for 
n 2 a, 
_ if b 2 2, H,(n) = n(d - 1) + 1 for n 5 a, H,(n) = u(d - 1) + b = nI for n 2 a + 1. 
Since the Hilbert polynomials is pc(X) = nl, one immediately sees that the index of 
regularity of G is equal to a - 1 = n1 - 1 ifd=2,whileifd23itisaifbE{O,l}, 
u+lifb>2. 
Now, we shall prove that the ring G is “level” when nI, . . . , nd are an arithmetic 
sequence. To this end, we recall that, if .&’ is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and 
B =@ i=O,...,S Bi is an artinian reduction of d, the Cohen-Macaulay type of &’ is 
r(d) = dim,(O:B1). It is obvious that r(d) 2 dimk(B,); when r(a) = dimk(B,) the 
ring d is called “level”. 
Proposition 1.12. Zf n 1, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, the ring G is level. 
Proof. The ring G is Cohen-Macaulay, according to Proposition 1.1. Let us prove 
Gislevel.LetG’=G/(zl)=k[~r ,..., f,J=@i=o ,,,,, ~ G: be the artimian reduction of 
G we considered in the paper. We have to prove (0: G;) c G& in the three cases: b = 1, 
b = 0, b 2 2. 
Case 1: b = 1. It is obvious that (O:Gl) c (O:Z,); now we show (O:Zd) c Gb = Gb, 
so we are done (Corollary 1.10). Let S = Ch=O,,..,,gh~(O:td) (where &EG~), so that 
ah = C Ais (nip k) for each h 2 1 
i=2,...,d 
(see Proposition 1.5). Then ghZd = 0 for each h E { 1, , . . , a}, so 
h 1 lirdri =g for each hE{l,...,c}. 
i = 2,...,d 
(10) 
(11) 
If h < a - 1, one has (11) in CL+ 1 with h + 1 I a, then ;li = 0 for each i (Propositions 
1.7 and 1.8(i)). If h 2 a + 1, then z = 0 (Proposition 1.9(i)). So (O:G) c Gh = Gb. 
Case 2: b = 0. If d 2 3, one has (O:$ c {g. + llz$-‘IzEGb, IEk}. In fact, let 
s = &=O,...,o h ~E(O:Z,) with z as in (10); then one has (11). If h I a - 2, then (11) 
holds in Gb+ 1 with h + 1 < a - 1, so iii = 0 for each i (Proposition 1.7) If h = a - 1, 
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one has (11) in G:, so 0 = xi=2 ,,.., d- 1 -ii liZ~-‘Zi + ItdTd, where 2 = 0 (Proposition 
l.S(ii));then&=OforiE(2,... ,d - l> {Proposition l.S(ii)), sag,_ 1 = Ar$-‘. Finally, 
if h 2 a -t 1, one has z = fi (Proposition 1.9(i)). 
Now,ifgE(O:G;),onehasgE(O:Q,so~=~flz~-’with~EG~,IEk.Further, 
0 = gz2 = gar2 + Iz~-‘z2, where gz2 = b in Gb+I (Proposition 1.9(i)) and zzW1z2 is 
k-independent in GA (Proposition 1.8(ii)); then 1 = 0, so SE GL = Gb (Corollary 1.10). If
d = 2, in a similar way one can show {O :G;) c (0 :Zd) c Cl_ 1 = Gb (Corollary 1.10). 
Case 3: b 2 2. First we prove 
‘. (12) 
Let j = C~E(O: ?J with z as in (10); then (11) holds, so if h I a - 1, one has (11) in 
GA+ 1 with h + 1 I a, so Ai = 0 for each i (Propositions 1.7 and 1.8(i)), then z = 6; if 
h=a, in Gh+I one has o=Ci=z ,___, dA4ri =Ci=z ,.,., bli4zi + Ci=b+l,__., dA@i, 
wherez=OforiE(b+l,... ,d} (Proposition 1.9(ii)); then 1, = 0 for iE (2, . . . ;b} 
(Proposition 1.9(ii)), so g = xi = b + 1 ,.,.,dliz~-‘~i; if h Z a + 2, then 6 =fi (see 
Propositions 1.5 and 1.9(ii)). So (12) is proved. 
Now, let SE (0 : G;) c (0 : Q; then, according to (12), S = Sa+l + 
Ci=b+l,...,dpi’d Oplzi with ga+lEGh+l, /i E k. Since gzd- 1 = 0, one has 0 = 
go+lrd-1 +fib+~‘t-~~b+lTd-~ +ci=b+2,...,6Lli7~-17izd-l (where %+itd-1 =o 
in Gk,, = n (0)) = pb+lrdTb + I’- 
a 
t_~+z,...,,jk~=~b+l d b T z (Proposition l.S(ii)); 
then ,ub+ i = 0 (Proposition 1.9(ii)). Now, multiplying g subsequently by 
-- 
Td-2,rd-3,..*, G in the same manner we can show that &+2 = ... = pd = 0. Then 
S = gp+lEGI,+l. 0 
Remark 1.13. (1) The ring G is not level in the general case. For example, if 
’ ’ A = k[t ,t ,t 11, t”] one has G is Cohen-Macaulay, r(G) = 3 and the h-polynomial is 
1 + 32 + 3z2 + z3. 
(2) The assumption “PZ~, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence” is not necessary, in 
general, in order to have the results of Propositions 1.1, and 1.12, Corollary 1.10. 
For example, if A = k [t , t ’ 12,tL4, t19] one has G is Cohen-Macaulay and level, 
and the h-polynomial of G is 1 + 32 + 3z2 + 2z3 = 1 + (d - 1)~ + (d - 1)~“~’ + 
(d - 2)~” (here a = 3, b = 0). By Proposition 1.12 and Corollary 1.10 one has immedi- 
ately. 
Corollary 1.14. Let G be as in Proposition 1.12, and b be as in Dejnition 1.6. Let r(G) 
denote the type of G. Then r(G) is equal, respectively, to d - 2 (if b = 0, d 2 3), 1 
(ifd = 2), d - 1 (ifb = l), b - 1 (ifb 2 2), so one has 
- if d = 2, G is Gorenstein; 
- if d = 3, G is Gorenstein if and only zf b = 0; 
_ if d 2 4, G is Gorenstein if atld only if b = 2. 
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2. The coordinate ring A’ 
Let A’ = k[u”d, . . . , t’Qu”d-“~, . . . , t”“]. It is known that A’ = k[Xo, . . . ,X,1/J, where 
J is generated by elements of the type (X2 .e. X2 - X# ... Xp) with 
CGli(ni, nd - ni) = Cbj(nj, nd - nj) (where Iz 0 = 0, see e.g. [3, Proposition 1.43). Put 
Xi = Xi (mod J) = tniund - ni for 0 I i I d. When nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, 
the ring A’ is Cohen-Macaulay, as we proved in Proposition 1.2. Then xd, x0 is 
a regular sequence (see e.g. [2, Lemma (4.3)]), so B = A’/(xd, x0) = k[z, . . . ,x& 11 is 
an artinian reduction of A’ (where Xi = Xi (mod(xd, x0)) for 1 I i I d - 1). In this 
section we study the h-polynomial of the ring A’, we completely evaluate the Hilbert 
function and the Hilbert polynomial of A’, and we show A’ is level. Let 
B=k[x,,..., xd-ll =O i=l),...,sBi. 
Proposition 2.1. Let B = k[K, . . . ,xd_l]. Then 2, x:_‘xz, . . . , x~-‘xd_ 1 generate Bh 
for each h 2 1. 
Proof. Let X = x,, . . . xClhe Bh (h > 1). According to Lemma 1.3 one has 
x=X,,...X,,=t”l’+“‘+“I”Uh”d-(n,,+”’+n,,) coincides with &h - I)n, + n,. 
Uhn, -(h - l)n, - t& or with tt~d + ~Uhfl, - FIN - d (where oE(nI, . . . ) &)), then x = x:-ix, or 
xE(x,,)A’. It follows, in B,: x = x:- l x, with 1 I c s d - 1, or X = 0. 0 
In order to find a basis of Bh for each h, we shall use the following lemmas 
Lemma 2.2. Let a, b be as in Definition 1.6. Then 
(1) ifb = 0 one has XT’” = x5x:; 
(2) ifb 2 1 one has x~+~+I = xix: xb + 1 and, more generally, for each c such that 
1 I c I d - b: x;+‘x, = #&&+b. 
Proof. (1) Let b = 0. One has qn, = qa(d - l), then (a + q)nI = an1 + 
a(d - l)q = and so the result follows. 
(2) Let b 2 1. First we prove xal+q+l = xtxzxb+l. Since qnl = a(d - 1)q + bq, one 
has (a + q + l)nI = (a + l)nI + a(d - 1)q + bq = and + nb+l (where b I d - 2), so 
one can conclude. Now, let c be such that 1 I c < d - b. Since 
(a + 4 + l)nI = (a + l)nl + (a(d - 1) + b)q (as seen above), one has 
(a + q)n, + (ni + (c - 1)q) = (a + l)nl + (a(d - 1) + b + c - l)q, i.e. (a + q)nI + 
n, = and + nb+c (where 2 5 c + b I d). 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let a, b be as in Lemma 2.2, and let r = a + q ifb = 0, while r = a + q + 1 
if b 2 1. Then r is the least positive integer m such that in A’ one has a relation like 
m-l 
(*) Xl x, = x;-px,, . ..XUp (with 1 s p < m, c 2 1, Cli 2 1) 
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Proof. Letmbesuchthatonehas(*).Then(m-p)nl =tll + ... +a,-p-c+l)q, 
so (since GCD(ni, q) = 1) there is 5 2 1 such that m - p = 5q 2 q and CQ + ... + 
a,-p-c+ l=& 2n1. It follows m>p+q and pd-p>clI + ... + 
a,-p-c+l~nn,.Then 
- if b = 0 one has m 2 p + q and p(d - 1) 2 a(d - l), then p 2 a and therefore 
m>a+q=r; 
- if b 2 1 one has m >p + q and p(d- 1) >a@-- 1) + b, so p > a and then 
m2a+q+l=r. 
Lemma 2.4. Let a, b, r be as in Lemma 2.3. Zf in A’ one has xb, . . . xp, = x~-~x~, .. . xyp 
(with 1 I p < r, pi, Yj 2 l), then r - p = q and therefore p = u if b = 0, p = u + 1 if 
b 2 1. 
Proof. Let xp, ,.. xb, = x~-~x~, . . . xy, in A’ (with pi, Yj 2 1 for each i, j). Then 
(r-&ii =(YI + ... + yp - P -(PI, . . ..P. - r))q, where r-p21. Since 
GCD(nl, q) = 1 there is 5 2 1 such that r-p=5q and rni = 
Yl + 1.. +~~-p-(/?~ + ... +/$.-r)Ipd-p,so 
i 
r -. p = lq 2 q, 
n, I 5nI I p(d - 1). 
(13) 
Then if b = 0 one has by (13), a(d - 1) I p(d - l), so p 2 a, then 
a+q=r>p+q>a+q, so r-p==, p=a; if brl, then by (13), 
a@-l)+b~p(d-l), so that p>a+l, therefore a+q+l= 
r>p+q>a+q+l,sor-p=q,p=u+l. 17 
Now we can describe a basis of Bi for each i. 
Proposition 2.5. Let B be as in Proposition 2.1, and let r be the integer dejined in Lemma 
2.3. For iE{l,..., r-1}abasisofBiisgivenbyx’,,x’l_‘x,,...,x’,-’xd_1. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.1 it is enough to show that the above elements are 
k-independent in Bi. If there is a u (1 5 u I d - 1) such that x;-i x, 
=CjCjXimlXj+goXo+gdXd(j= l,..., d, j # cc, Cj E k, go, gd E A’), since A’ is a graded 
integral domain, necessarily one has 
(I) xi-lx, =foxo, or 
(II) xi-1 x, =fdxd 
for suitable monomials fo, fa E A’, fa $ (xo)A’. 
In case (I) one has, in A’, xi- lx, = x~-~Px,, . . . xap with 1 I p < i, Cli 2 1 for each i, 
which is a relation of the type (*) with m = i < r, which contradicts Lemma 2.3. In 
case (II) one has xi-lx, = xdxp, . . . xbi_, with pj 2 1 for each j then 
cc=p1 + ..f + pi_ 1 + d - i + 1 2 i - 1 + d - i + 1 = d; a contradiction, since 
cr<d-1. q 
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Proposition 2.6. Let B be as in Proposition 2.1 and let I, b be as in Lemma 2.4. Then 
(1) Ifb = 0 one hax z = 0 (then B, = {a} ifd = 2) (ifd 2 3) a basis ofB, is given by 
‘-1xz, ...,x;-lxd_l. 
(2) :b = 1, then B, = (0); 
(3) if b 22, a basis of B, is given by x*l-lxd-b+l,...,xi-lxd_l, and one has 
x;-‘=~fori~{l,...,d-b}. 
Proof. (1) Let b = 0; then r = a + q and one has immediately g = 0 according to 
Lemma 2.2( 1). So, if d = 2 one has B, = (o>, if d 2 3 one has to prove (by Proposition 
2.1),X;-‘X2 ,..., Xi-’ xd- 1 and are k-independent in B,. If there is a fi (2 I /I I d - 1) 
such that Xi-‘Xs=CjCjXi-‘Xj+goXo+gdxd (j=2,...,d-1, j#/?, cjek, 
go, gd E A’) in A’, one has (I) Xi- ‘xa = fox0 or (II) Xi- ’ xp = fdxd for suitable mono- 
mials fo, fd E A’, with fd 4 (xo)A’. 
In case (I) one has xi-‘xa = x~-~x,, .. . xa, (with 1 I p < r, tli 2 1 for each i), then 
(r - P)~I = (~1 + ... +ctp-p-_+l)q where r-p=q (Lemma 2.4), so that 
Ml + ... + ap - p - b + 1 = n, = a(d - 1). On the other hand, one has also 
pd-p>a, + ... + ap - p - fl+ 1 (since ai I d for each i, /I 2 2) then p > a, which 
contradicts Lemma 2.4. In case (II) one has a contradiction as in (II) of the proof of 
Proposition 2.5. 
(2) and (3) Let b 2 1: then r = a + q + 1 and by Lemma 2.2(2), one has immediate- 
lyX;=xi-‘xz= ... = Xi- ‘xd-b = g. If b = 1, (2) follows. If b 2 2, by Proposition 
2.10nehaStOShOWX’,-‘Xd_b+l,...,Xi-1 Xd- 1 are k-independent in B,. If they are not 
independent, with a similar argument o the one considered in (l), one sees that there 
is p (d - b + 1 I /I I d - 1) such that (I’) xi-‘x~ = fox0 or (II’) xi-‘Xg = fdxd for 
some suitable monomials fo, fd E A’, fd$(xo)A’. 
If (I’) holds one has xi-‘xo = XL-” xI, . . . xaD with 1 I p < r, ai 2 1 for each i, then 
ai + . ..+ap-p-_+l=nl (see(I)oftheproofof(l))=a(d-l)+b,where 
a1 + ... + ap - p - p + 1 s pd - p - (d - b + 1) + 1 = (d - l)(p - 1) + b - 1, 
then p > a + 1, which contradicts Lemma 2.4. In case (II’) one has a contradiction, as 
in (II) of (1). 
Corollary 2.7. Let a, b, r be as in Definition 1.6 and Lemma 2.3. If nl, . . . ,nd are an 
arithmetic sequence, the h-polynomial of A’ is as follows: 
l+(d-l)z+ ... +(d-l)z’-‘+(d-2)z’ ifb=O, 
l+(d-l)z+ ... +(d-l)z’-’ ifb= 1, 
1 + (d - 1)z + ... + (d - l)zr- ’ + (b - l)z* $ b 2 2. 
Proof. According to Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 it is enough to show that Bi = (01 for 
i>r+ 1.ByProposition2.1asetofgeneratorsofBiis~,x’;’x,,...,x’;‘Xd_l;on 
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the other hand, by Proposition 2.6 one has z = 0. So, for i 2 r + 1, one has 
Bi= (75). [7 
Remark 2.8. It is immediately seen that the multiplicity of A’ is e0 = r(d - 1) if b = 0 
(so e. = r = nz if d = 2), e. = (r - l)(d - 1) + b if b 2 1, i.e. e, = n,,. The Hilbert 
function is 
_ ifb=O 
H&z) = (n + 1) + 
n(n + l)(d - 1) 
2 
for n I r - 1, 
HA.(r + h) = r + 
r(r + l)(d - 1) 
2 
+ he0 for h 2 0, 
- ifbrl: 
H,.(n) = (n + 1) + 
n(n + l)(d - 1) 
2 
fornIr+ 1, 
HAc(r + h) = r + b + (r - l)(r + 2)(d - 1) + heo 
2 
for h 2 o 
Further we remark that the assumption on nl, . . . , nd is essential in order to have the 
h-polynomial as in Corollary 2.7. In fact, the result of Corallary 2.7 does not hold, in 
general, even if nl, . . . , nd are an “almost arithmetic” but not arithmetic sequence, as 
the following example shows. Let A’ = k [u 13, t8u5, t9u4, t10u3, t13]. The h-polynomial 
is 1 + 32 + 5z2 + 4z3. 
Now, we are going to describe the Hilbert polynomial and the index of regularity 
reg(A’) of A’. Since dim A’ = 2 one has pA,(X) = eoX + (e. - ei), where e, is the 
above recalled multiplicity. First we note (according to Remark 2.8) that by a simple 
computation one can show: 
Lemma 2.9. Let r, b, e. be as above. Putting e = (r - l)(eo - (d - l)r/2) - r, one has 
(1) ifb # 1, HA,(n) = eon - efor n 2 r - 1, 
(2) ifb = 1, H,,(n) = eon - efor n 2 r - 2, 
(3) ifd = 2, HA,(n) = n2n - in2(n2 - 3)for n 2 r - 2 = n2 - 2. 
Remark 2.10. Let r, b be as above. Then reg(A’) = r - 2 if d = 2, reg(A’) = r - 1 if 
b # 1 and d 2 3, reg(A’) = r - 2 if b = 1, as we now show. By Lemma 2.9 one has 
reg(A’) I r - 2 if d = 2; reg(A’) I r - 1 if b # 1 and d 2 3, reg(A’) < r - 2 if b = 1. 
Now, if d = 2, one has HAf(r - 2) - HA-O. - 3) = r - 1 < r = e. (see Remark 2.8), 
then reg(A’) = r - 2. When d 2 3, if b # 1, one has HAf(r - 1) - 
H,,(r - 2) = r + (d - l)(r - l)r/2 - (r - 1) - (d - l)(r - 2)(r - 1)/2 = 1 + (d - 1). 
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(r - 1) < eo (see Remark 2.8) the reg(A’) = r - 1. If b = 1 one has 
HA.(r - 2) - HAT(r - 3) = 1 + (d - l)(r - 2) < e. (Remark 24, then reg(A’) = r - 2. 
Remark 2.11. By Lemma 2.9 one obtains pA,(X) = eoX - e = eoX + (e. - ei), so, 
according to Remark 2.8 one has 
I 
r(r + l)(d - 1) 
2 
-r if b = 0, 
e1 = 
I 
r(r - l)(d - 1) 
2 
+ r(b - 1) if b 2 1. 
Now, we show A’ is level when nl, . . . , fld are an arithmetic sequence. 
Proposition 2.12. Zf q, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, the ring A’ is level. 
Proof. Let B = A’/(Xd, x0) = k[K, . . . , Xd_ 1] = @ i = 0, ,,, ,s & be the artinian reduction 
of A’ we considered in the paper. One has to prove (O:B,) c B,. We consider three 
cases. 
Case 1: b = 1. Since (0 : B, ) c (0 :c) and B,_ i = B, (Corollary 2.7), it is enough to 
show 
(O:K) c I?,_,. (14) 
Let S = Ch =c,..,,,j,,~(O:~) (where gh~&); then 
gh= C &x:_‘xi (AiEk) for each h> 1 
i= l,...,d- 1 
(according to Proposition 2.1). Then &xi = n for each he { 1, . . . ,s}, so 
1 Ai%=0 foreachhzl. 
(15) 
(16) 
i= l,...,d- I 
Ifhsr-2,0nehas(16)inBh+i withh+ 1 <r- l,then&=Oforeachi(Proposi- 
tion 2.5), then z = 0; on the other hand, if h 2 r one has z = 0 (Proposition 2.6(2)). 
Thenonehas~=g,_,EB,_i=B,. 
Case 2: b = 0. We first show (0:X,) c {z + A~;-‘I~EB,, Aok}, when d 2 3. 
Indeed, if 2 = Cz belongs to (0 : 5) (with z as in (15)), one has (16). Now, if h I r - 2, 
then (16) holds in &+ 1 with h + 1 < r - 1, then Ai = 0 for each i (Proposition 2.5), so 
gh=O. If h=r-1, by (16) it fOllOWS ~=Ci=l,,,.,d_l~iXrllXi=I11X;+ 
- 
~ii~2,...,d-1~iX'1-1 Xi where x\ = 0 (Proposition 2.6(l)); then according to Proposi- 
tion 2.6(l) one has Ai = 0 for ie (2,. . . , d - l}, then g,_ i = IF’. Finally, if h 2 r + 1, 
one has z = 0 (Propositions 2.5 and 2.6( 1)). Now, let 9 E (0 : I&); then SE (0 : 5) so, 
according to the previoius fact, S = z + Ix;-’ with DEB,, Ick; further 
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~=gxZ=gr~2+Ax~-1x2,whereg,x2=~inB,+, (Propositions 2.5 and 2.6(l)) and 
x;-‘xz is k-independent in B,; then I = 0, so SE B, = B, (Corollary 2.7). When d = 2, 
one can show (in a similar way.) (0 : B,) c (0: x1) c B,_ 1 = B, (Corollary 2.7). 
Case 3: b 2 2. We first prove 
1 ,Uix’1_2xi 1 grEB,y PiEk . 
i=l,...,d-b 
(17) 
If S = Cz E (0 : xl) with sh as in (15), then (16) holds. If h I I - 2, according to (16) one 
has’=Ci=l,.,,,d-l Ai&inBh+lwithh+lIr-l,thenAi=Oforeachi(Prop- 
osition 2.9, SO z = 0. If h = r - 1, by (16) one has 0 = xi = i, _,_, d_ 1 ~ix’l_‘xi (in 
B,)=Ci= I,,,,, d_bAiX’1_1Xi+xi=d_b+ ,,,,,, d_ilix;-, where .;-l,i=o for 
iE{l,..., d - b} (Proposition 2.6(3)) and xl- ’ x~_~+ 1,. . . , xielxd_ 1 are a basis of B, 
(Proposition 2.6(3)); then Ai = 0 for in {d - b + 1, . . . ,d - l}, so 91-1 = 
xi= l,...,d-bpixl ‘_zxi. Finally, if h 2 r + 1 one has z = 0 according to Propositions 
2.5 and 2.6(3). So we have (17) 
Now, let ~E(O:B~) c (O:Z); according to (17) one has S =z + 
xi= l,...,d-bhX1 xi r-2 with DEB,, CLiEk. Since gx2 = 0, one has 0 = 
-- 
gx2 = grx2 + xi = i,,,,,d _ b _ i pix;-2xix2 + ~d-bx;-2Xd-bX2 (where &X2 = 0 in 
B r+l = {O}) = ~~~~,...,~-~-~~iXi~lXi+l + pd-bXi-lXd-b+l = pd-bXielXd-b+l 
(Proposition 2.6(3)), then p&b = 0 (Proposition 2.6(3)). Now, multiplying S sub- 
sequently by x3,. . . , 
- 
X&b+1 One obtains pd-b-1 = pd-b-2 = ... = /Al = 0. Then g = 
KE B, = B, (Corollary 2.7). 
Remark 2.13. (1) In general A’ is not level. For example, if A is as in Remark 1.13, the 
ring A’ = k[u 15, t*u’, t9u6, t”u4, t”] is Cohen-Macaulay and not level; one has 
r(A) = 3 and the h-polynomial is 1 + 32 + 6z2 + 4z3 + z4. 
(2) By Corollary 2.7 and Proposition 2.12 one can immediately see that, when 
n,, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, the type of A’ is equal to the type of the ring 
G considered in Section 1. Then A’ is Gorenstein if and only if one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(i) d = 2; 
(ii) d = 3 and b = 0; 
(iii) d 2 4 and b = 2. 
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